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Abstract 

Grigen of Alexandria (184-254 CE) is one of the most intluential theologians of early Church 
history. His Trinitarian theology is often designated as the originator of Arianism. In fact, Gri
gen's orthodoxy is a much debated issue among ancient and m<,dern scholars. Gur essay aims to 
shed light to this debate through a wmparison of Grigen's Trinitarian views with the Nicene 
Creed and the doctrines of Arius. 
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Özet 

İskenderiyeli Grigen (ı84-254) erken kilise tarihinin en etkili teologlarından biridir. Ancak onun 
Teslis doktrini sıklıkla Aryüsçülük akımının kaynağı olmakla suçlanmı~tır. Bu bağlamda Gri
gen'in giirü§lerinin ortodoksiuğu antik çağda ve modern dönemde tartı§ma konusu olagelıni~tir. 
Makalemizin amacı Grigen'in görü§lerini İznik kredosu ve Aryüsçü doktrinler ile kar§ıla~tırmak 
suretiyle söz konusu tartı§maya katkıda bulunmaktır. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Grigen, Teslis doktrini, Grigenizın, Aryüsçülük, İznik kredosu. 

a. Origen's Theological Work 

Origen of Alexandria (184-254) is one of the most influential and controver
sial figures of early Church history. 1 In fact, he is regarded by many as having 
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been the greatest figure in the Christian Church in the period betweerı Paul and 
Augustine.2 His adınirer Eusebius of Caesarea devoted nearly the whole of the 
sixth chapter of his Church History to Origen, which is one of the most important 
sources for the latter's life and works.3 The first systematic theologian of Church 
history, Origen provided the first comprehensive exposition of the apostolic rule 
of faith on the bases of Platonic philosophy and allegorical exegesis of the scrip
ture. He had an enormous impact on later Christian tradition through his alle
gorical interpretation and his speculative theology. However, his over
engagement with philosophy in the exposition of his theology provoked criticism 
and caused formidable ecclesiastical disputes, known as the "Origenist contro
versies," in the Iate fourth and the sixth centuries.4 Indeed, Origen has been 
criticized for letting philosophical concepts and problems dominate his theology. 5 

The major task of his life's work was to interpret the scriptures and explain 
the Christian faith for his generatian in the Church. Both his biblical commenta
ries and dogmatic works were written to explain and defend the Christian faith 
against various Gnostic sects and pagan and Jewish critics of the Christian 
religion.6 His major theological work, De principiis [ 7r€pl apxwv], is considered to 
be the first Christian system of theology and the first manual of Christian dog
ma.7 The treatise alsa constituted a major apologeric effort aimed at refuting the 
theologies of the Gnostics Marcion and Valentinus.8 
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In the preface to his De principiis, Origen explains that his intention is to lay 
out a systematicpresentation of the fundamental principles of the apostolic rule 
of faith, much as the title "On first principles" indicates. He begins by declaring 
the rule of faith to be the eriterian for all theology. However, whatever is left 
partly defined or undefined in the rule, according to Origen, is open to interpre
tation and free inquiry by qualified theologians: 

Now it ought to be known that the holy apostles, in preaching the faith of Christ, 
delivered themselves with the utmost deamess on certain points which tl1ey be
lieved to be necessary to every one, even to those who seemed sornewhat dull in 
the investigation of divine knowledge; leaving, however, the grounds of their 
statements to be examined into by those who should deserve the excellent gifts of 
the Spirit, and who, especially by means of the Holy Spirit Hirnself, should obtain 
the gift of language, of wisdom, and of knowledge ... 9 

The task of theology is to explain the truths of the apostolic rule of faith as 
well as to explicate various unanswered questions regarding the origin of the 
human soul, of the angels, of Satan, etc.' 0 Origen thus paves the way for specula
tive theology; and for this reason might well be considered as the founder of 
systematic and speculative theology. 

Origen's mind seems to have been shaped by philosophical problems and 
concepts; his system incorporates large elements of Platonic philosophy and this 
made him one of the most controversial theologians of early Church history both 
during and after his lifetime. Origen had his critics and admirers whose views 
clashed in the Origenist controversies." Nevertheless, his thought was so com
plicated that both groups' readings of his works could be accused of misunders
tanding and misrepresenting his theology. Even during his life the theologian 
suffered from misapprehension from both his admirers and opponents. 12 When 
his major theological work De principiis was appealed to in justification of specul
ative theology, the more conservative theologians reacted against Origen's 
views; in fact, in the Iate fourth century Jerome and Epiphanius, and in the sixth 
the emperor Justinian I, criticized and condemned his views. 13 

Origen's Trinitarian theology, as constructed in De principiis, was a major at
tempt to overcome the different understandings among Christians of the rela
tionship between the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, the three personae of 
the Trinity. 14 In articulating the relations among the Father, the Son, and the 

De principiis, Pref., 3. 
10 Quasten, Paırology, 59. 
11 See footnote 4. 
12 Chadwick, The Clıurch in Ancient Socieıy, 143. 
13 Drobner, The Faılıers of the Clııırch, 147-148. 
14 Chadwick, The Church in Ancienı Socieıy, 143. 
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Holy Spirit, nevertheless, Origen opposed the monarchian interpretation, which 
stressed the unity of the Godhead and explained the three personae as different 
aspects of the same divinity. He argued that the true monotheistic canception 
should recognize the distinctive realities among the Father, the Son and the 
Holy Spirit. Origen's Trinitarian theology, in stressing these realities, used the 
language of derivation for the Son, and implied rather explicitly an ontological 
subordination among the three. Therefore, Origen, through his attempt to craft 
a systematic exposition of the Trinitarian theology, paved the way for future 
debate on the Trinitarian theology in the next century: to a large extent, the 
Arian dispute is the direct result of his speculative theology .ıs 

Origen also uses some expressions that clearly imply the Son's full divinity. 
His Trinitarian theology thus seeıns rather divided and overly complicated. 
Whether his T rinitaı·ian theology is orthodox by the measure of Nicea is a mu ch 
disputed problem among ancient and modern scholars of Christian dogma, due 
to his inconsistent language. Some scholars think that Origen's theology is 
subordinationist and as such is the ariginatar of Arianism. Others, however, 
daim that such an interpretation is a misreading of Origen's theology and that 
he might be considered an orthodox. 16 The object of our essay is to discuss this 
question through a comparison between the Trinitarian theology of the Nicene 
Creed and Origen's Trinitarian views. Since the Nicene Creed is largely worded 
to ward off Arian doctrines, Origen's Trinitarian theology will also be evaluated 
in comparison with Arianism. 

15 Chadwick, The Church in Ancient Society, 143; Gonzalez, A History of Christian Thought, 216. 
For Arianism see Bilal Ba§, "Monoteist Bir Hıristiyanlık Yorumu: Aryüsçülük Mezhebi," Divan, 
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Daniel H. Williams (eds.), Arianism After Arius: Essays on the Development of the Fourth Century 
Trinitarian Conf!icts, Edinburgh 1993; E. Boularand, L'Heresie d'Arius et la "foi" de Nicee, 2 vols., 
Paris 1972; A. Martin, "Le fil D'Arius: 325-335," Revue de l'hisıoire des re!igiorıs 84 (1989): 297-
333; R. Williams, Arius: Heresy and Tradiıion, London 1987; Mehmet Aydın, Hıristiyan Genel 
Konsilleri ve II. Vaıikan Konsili, Konya 1991, 13-14; Francis Dvornik, Konsiller Tarihi İznik'ten 2. 
Vaıikan'a, trans. Mehmet Aydın, Ankara 1990, 5-11; H. M. Gwatkin, The Arian Controversy, 
New York 1979; Bemard Lonergan, The Way to Nicea, trans. Conn O'Donovan, London 1976; 
Mehmet Bayrakdar, Bir Hıristiyan Dogması: Teslis, Ankara 2007, 124-127. For a comprehensive 
review of the modern scholarship of Arianism see Williams, Arius: Heresy and Tradition, 1-25 
and G.C. Stead, "Ari us in Modern Research," Journal of Theological Sıııdies 45 (1994): 24-36. 

16 For an overview of the different currents of the debate see Williams, Arius: Heresy and Tradi
tion, 131-148. 
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b. The Problem of the Trinity 

The earliest Christians held a monotheist concept of God as eternal and as 
the ereatar of the universe, a concept taken from the Jewish tradition. 17 As a 
principle, this one God was essential for Christians intheir battle against formid
able opponents, such as paganism, Gnostic emanationism, and Marcionite 
dualism. The Christian God was the same God that had sent the law and the 
prophets, the inspirer of both the Old and the New Testaments. This was essen
tial. 18 

Christians alsa asserted that they experienced this supreme deity in Jesus 
Christ and the Holy Spirit as separate entities in the Godhead. Expressions of 
this experience in the New Testament were the starting point of the doctrine of 
the Trinity. Christians came to daim that they believed in one God in three 
separate and different entities. The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit were 
separate Gods and yet they were one deity. 19 

The Trinitarian theology thus assumed the duty of explaining this apparent 
dichotomy between the unity and the separate identities of the Trinity. The 
difficulty of the task lay in maintaining the unity of the Trinity, and, at the same 
time, in taking care not to annul their separate identities. In simple terms, the 
main problem of the Trinitarian theology is to give a reasonable explanation for 
the two apparently contradictory principles of the Christian faith: on the one 
hand, God is absolurely one; on the other, this unity expresses itself in three 
different personalities, whose distinct, separate, and equal natures are to be 
confessed. That is to say, Christianity insists on defining itself as a monotheist 
faith; hence, charges of ditheism or tritheism must be refuted. Y et, the principle 
of monotheism should not annul the separate identities of the three persons of 
the Godhead, i.e., the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.20 

The theologians who emphasized the unity of the Godhead were charged 
with subordinationism and denying absolute equality among the three. On the 
other hand, the theologians who underlined their separate natures were charged 
with tritheism as to endanger theprinciple of the unity in the Trinity. Orthodox 
doctrine thus tries to find a middle way between subordinationism and tritheism 
in explaining the fundamental principles of the unity of God and the separate 
and distinctive natures of the Trinity. 

17 For the earliest Christian monotheism see Bayrakdar, Teslis, 17-34; M. Atau'r-Rahim and 
Ahmed Thomson, Bir İslam Peygamberi Hz. İsa (trans. Gülsüm Mehdiyev), İstanbul 2009, 109-
149. 

18 Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 85-87. 
19 Kelly, Early Christian Docırines, 88-95. 
2° For the early doctrine of the Trinity see Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 85-136 and 255-279; 
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The first two ecumenical councils in Church history, Nicea (325)21 and Con
stantinople (381) 22 both resulred from the T rinitarian dispu tes of the fourth 
century. As mentioned above, to a large extent, Origen's speculations on Ttini
tarian theology set the terms of the debates between the Arian and the orthodox 
parties on this subject. To many ancient and modern scholars, Origen's Trinita
rian theology was in fact responsible for the rise of Arianism. On the other hand, 
for an alternative group of ancient and modern scholars, Origen's theology is 
closer to orthodoxy and charges of Arianism laid against Origen's T rinitarian 
views originate from a misreading of his exposition.ıı 

Origen lived and explained the Trinitarian formula long before the outbreak 
of the Arian disputes, and therefore the application of Nicene orthodoxy or 
Arian views to his Trinitarian speculations might be called anachronistic. 24 

Nevertheless, his writings constituted the major reference for the entire range of 
Trinitarian disputes by both parties during the Arian controversy and the Ori~ 
genist disputes of the late fourth and sixth centuries. This being the case, it 
becomes legitimate and meaningful to ask whether his Trinitarian theology is 
orthodox according to a Nicene measure. 

c. Arian Doctrines and the Creed of Nicea 

Arianism was a Trinitarian debate, since the main problem was the nature of 
the Son and his relation to the Father, i.e., whether he was as equally divine as 

21 

ll 

23 
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Church History 38 (1969): 248-6 ı; J .N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Creeds, 3'" ed., London ı 972, 
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J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Creeds, 296-367; R.P.C. Hanson, The Search for the Christian Oac
trine of Gad: The Arian Controversy, 318-381, Edinburgh ı989, 79ı-823; I. Ortizde Urbina, 
Nicee et Constantinople, Histoire des consiles recumeniques ı, Paris ı963, ı37-242; Thomas Tor
rance, The lncamation: Ecumenical Studies in the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed, AD. 381, 
Edinburgh ı 98 ı; A. de Halleux, "La profession de l'Esprit-Saint dans le symbole de Constanti-
nople," Revue theologique de Louvain 10 (1979): 5-39; Aydın, Hıristiyan Genel Konsilleri, 14-ı5. 
For a thorough exposition of Origen's doctrine and the issues of ancient and modern disputes 
on Origen see Williams, Arius, 13ı-ı57; Chadwick, Early Christian Thought and the Classical 
Tradition, 95- ıo3. 

24 Origen died in 254, Ari us first made his views public in 3 ı 7 while the Nicene Creed was 
promulgated in 325. 
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the Father. Adolph V. Harnack states the central question of the debate as 
follows: "Is the divine who appeared on the earth and had made its presence felt, 
identical with the supreme Divine that rules heaven and earth?"'5 Since it was 
worded to refute Arian claims for the subordination of the Son to the Father, the 
Nicene Creed's main interest was the question of whether the Son is as divine as 
the Father.'6 

The wording of the creed was designed to emphasize the divinity and eternity 
of the Son as being equal to that of the Father. The Nicene Creed was so em
phatic on this matter that out of the 26 lines of the original text only 3 are 
related to the Father and one to the Holy Spirit, while the remaining 22 lines are 
reserved for the SonY As these figures reveal, the Nicene Creed is a sophisti
cated refutation of Arian doctrine. Now, since Nicene orthodoxy and Arianism 
are interconnected, the question of the orthodoxy of Origen's Trinitarian theol
ogy according to Nicene criteria should also take the Arian doctrines into con
sideration. In other words, the question of the orthodoxy of Origen's Trinitarian 
theology involves the question of its Arianism; therefore the relation between 
Origen's Trinitarian theology and Arian doctrine should be evaluated. 

Arius's Trinitarian theology solved the tension between the unity and the 
trinity by emphasizing the unity of the Father; thereby subordinating the Son 
and the Holy Spirit to the Father. The starting point of Arius's theology is the 
transcendent Father who is the absolute monad and only eternal deity. He is the 
only unbegotten (ay€VV))'rOÇ) God. Arius assumes a total separation between God 
and all other beings. He is a simple, spiritual being whose substance cannot be 
divided or diffused. As the cause of all other beings, he created the Son from 
nothing. He is thus not eternally Father; this attribute applies to Him only since 
creating the Son. Similarly, there existed a monad eternally, but dyad came into 
being with the generatian of his Son, and a triad with the production of the 
Spirit or Wisdom/8 

Since the transcendent God cannot have any direct relations with matter, he 
has begotten his Son/Word as a means of creation before all ages. The Son then 
was created by the will of God as a free creature, though not out of God's sub
stance. He is designated as the "Word" or the "Wisdom" in the Scriptures. He 
has a beginning like every other creature. In other words, there was a time when 
the Son was not. The Son, moreover, in accordance with the purpose of his 

25 Adolph V. Harnack, History of Dogma, trans. Ne il Buchanan, New York ı 96 ı, IV /1. 
26 For the creed ofNicea see Kelly, Early Christian Creeds, 2ı5-6. 
27 For the Greek text see Karl Joseph V. Hefele, A History of the Christian CounciLs, Edinburgh 

ı883-96, l/4; Drobner, The Fathers of the Church, 292-294. 
28 Pelikan, The Christian Tradition, 194; Drobner, The Fathers of the Church, 236; Williams, Arius, 

95-116. 
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creation, created the universe. As for the Holy Spirit, Arius states that he is a 
spiritual being who is ontologically inferior to the Son and superior to all other 
beingsY 

Arius therefore emphasized the following points in his Trinitarian theology: 
a) the Father and the Son are ontologically different beings-the Father being 
the absolute, transcendent, and eternal God, with the Son belonging to the 
created; b) Arius assumes an absolute ontological subordination between the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit; c) the Son is not eternal, but his existence 
has a beginning. 

The Trinitarian theology of the Nicene Creed is worded with the specific task 
of refutiiın.g these Arian doctrines. First of all, the creed underlines the ontologi
cal equatity and sameness of the Son with the Father as well as the Son' s divini
ty.'" Phrases such as "from the substance of the Father" (be T~ç ouO"[aç '!'OÜ 
7raTpoç), "God from God" (9Eov sx 9Eofi), "lig ht from lig ht" (<:pwç sx <:pwToç), "true 
God from true God" (9Eov aA.)')9tvov EX 9EOU aA)j9Lvoü)' were carefully drafted to 
refute the Arian daim of ontological separation between the Father and the Son 
by declaring the divinity of the Son as being equal to that of the Father. More 
importantly, the creed secures the divinity of the Son by stating that He is 
"consubstantial with the Father" (OfLOOUO"WV TC(J na-rp(). The creed also anathe
matizes those who daim "that he [Son] is of a different substance or essence 
[from the Father] or that he is a creature, or subject to change or conversion." 
Second[y, the creed also refutes the ontological subordination of the Son to the 
Father, stating that He is just as divine as the Father. Finally, the creed empha
sizes that the Son is as eternal as the Father. According to the creed, the Son 
cannot have a beginning in time. Therefore, whoever says "that there was a time 
when the Son of God was not, or that before he was begotten he was not" will be 
anathematized. 

In short, the Trinitarian theology of the Nicene Creed emphasizes that the 
Son is equal to the Father in terms of divinity, and that as such there can be 
neither an ontological separation nor any kind of subordination between the 
Father and the Son. Moreover, the Son is as divine as the Father and is not 
created; therefore, he is as eternal as the Father. 

Origen's Trinitarian Theology: Arian or Nicene? 

The question of the orthodoxy of Origen's Trinitarian theology by the meas
ure of the Nicene Creed then becomes one of situaring it among the Trinitarian 
doctrines of Arius and that of the Nicene Creed. In light of these alternative 

29 Harnack, History of Dogma, 276. 
3° For the Greek text and translation see Hefele, A History of the Christian Councils, l/4-5. 
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Trinitarian theologies; we will evaluate whether his views are closer to the Arian 
or the Nicene position. 

In his De principiis, Origen gives a systematic exposition of his Trinitarian 
theology. As a thorough Platonist, his main polemical targer seems to be the 
materialism of Stoic metaphysics. 31 He begins his exposition of the doctrine of 
God by refuting those who argue that " ... even according to the dedarations of 
our own Scriptures, God is a body."32 These commentators, argues the theolo
gian, interpret biblical passages such as "God is a consuming fire,''ıı and "God is a 
spirit"34 anthropomorphically so as to imply that God is a body. Against such 
views, the basic principle of Origen's doctrine of God is His absolute transcen
dence and incorporeality. He refers to many Johannine passages such as "God is 
light (cpwç) and in Him there is no darkness (crxo-rta) at aU"ıs and "God isa spirit 
(7rVEU[.tct), and they who worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth (€v 
7rVEU(.tct'r! xal &A.Yj6Etı;t) "36 to support his daim that the Scripture calls God "spirit" 
in order to distinguish Him from bodies; and also calls Him truth to distinguish 
God from a shadow or image.37 

Origen interprets the Johannine identification of God with "truth" within the 
paradigm of Platonic metaphysics. His intention seems to be that of erecting a 
firm barrier between the transcendent God belonging to the realm of ideas and a 
more worldly God of the realm of images or shadows. God cannot be a shadow or 
image, for this is a property of the material world. In short, designation of God as 
the "spirit" and "truth" in the scripture, argues Origen, reinforces his daim that 
He is an incorporeal, spiritual, and transcendent being. He contends that biblical 
references that might imply God's corporeality such as "God is a consuming 
fire"ıs must be interpreted allegorically. 39 

The Nicene Creed does not say much about God the Father except the fol
lowing: "W e believe in one God the Father all powerful, maker of all things both 
seen and unseen."40 However, the creed, in using the word "Father" (na-r-epa), 
implies that the Godhead existed eternally as Trinity. Origen, on the other hand, 
begins his Trinitarian theology with God whom he never designares as "the 

31 Chadwick, Early Christian Tradition, 106. 
32 De principiis, I, 1. 
33 Deut. 4:24. 
34 John, 4:24. 
35 1 John, 1:5. 
36 John 4:23-24. 
31 De principiis, ı, 4. 
38 Deut. 4:24. 
39 De principiis, ı, 2. 
40 "TitCT'l'EUOfLEV E(Ç EVa 8eOV naTepa naVTox.pci'fopa, 7rCXVTWV opaTWV TE ctopci'fwv 7rOD)nJV." 
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Father." Origen thus implies that only one God, a "monad," existed eternally: 

God, therefore, is not to be thought of as being either a body or as existing in a 
body, but as an uncompounded intellectual nature, admitting within Himseli no 
addition of any kind; so that He cannot be believed to have within him a greater 
anda less, but is such that he is in all parts Movaç, and, so to speak, 'Evaç, and is the 
mind and source from which all intellectual nature or mind takes its beginning.41 

Origen's God is thus an uncompounded intellectual nature, the Movciç or 
'Evciç, Who does not adınit in Himself any addition. He is the mind out of which 
all intellectual beings came to exist. This intellectual, spiritual monad is the most 
fundamental first principle of Origen's Trinitarian theology. Therefore, God, the 
first person of the Trinity, is noticeably distinguished from the Son and the Holy 
Spirit. As such, Origen's Trinitarian theology seems to underiine the unity of the 
Godhead over against the Trinity. This preference, one might say, paves the way 
for subordination among the Trinity. We may contend that such emphasis on 
the unity of the monad and its ensuing subordination constitutes a stark contrast 
to the Trinitarianism of the Nicene Creed, which is very careful to underiine the 
equal divinity of the Son and the FatherY On the other hand, we might argue 
that Arius's doctrine of God follows that of Origen in many ways. Arius's radical 
subordinationism, in fact, derives from his understanding of God as an absolute 
transcendent Father, who is the absolute monad, and the only eternal deity, a 
concept that can easily be traced back to OrigenY 

Origen argues that the incorporeal spiritual God is also incomprehensible by 
human re ason, for the limited cognitive capacities of humans cannot measure, in 
any way, the unlimited; yet Origen acknowledges a certain comprehension of 
God's magnitude through his works in creation.44 He denies every possibility of 
communication between this incorporeal nature and corporeal existence, for any 
relation of the perfect absolute being with the non-perfect material world would 
entail a certain limitation and a consequent defect on the part of God. In short; 
according to Origen, there is a necessary detachment or separation between the 
incorporeal one and the corporeal many. 

John in his Gospel, when asserting that "no one has seen God at any time"45 mani
festly declares to all who are capable of understanding, that there is no nature to 
which God is visible: not as if He were a being who was visible by nature, and 

41 De principiis, ı, 6. 
42 

" ... that is from the substance of the Father, God from God, light from light, true God from true 
Gad, begotten not made, consubstantial with the Father. .. " 

43 De priııcipiis, ı, 1. 
44 De principiis, ı, 5-6. 
45 John, 1:18. 
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merely escaped or baffled the view of a frailer creature, but because by the nature 
of his being it is impossible for Him to be seen.46 

The only possible relation of human beings with the incorporeal God is 
through their incorporeal part, i.e. the mind or the soul, or the heart; for the 
incorporeal cannot have any relation with the corporeal. In fact, in interpreting 
the verse of Matthew, "blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God,"47 

Origen asserts that God can be seen not with the eyes but with the heart, which 
is the min d of those who are worthy. 48 

In articulating his doctrine of the Son, the second element of the Trinity, 
Origen interprets the verse that speaks of the Son as, "Who is the image of the 
invisible God, the firstborn of every creature."49 He first ascribes the attribute of 
invisibility to the image as well; as such the Son becomes "the invisible image of 
the invisible God."50 According to Origen, invisibility involves the transcendence 
and incorporeality of the divine. In this context, Origen underlines the true 
divinity and incorporeality of the Son as the Father. He defines the Father and 
the Son as transcendent, incorporeal, and spiritual realities, who are both de
tached from all creatures: 

Whatever, therefore, is a property of bodies, cannot be predicated either of the Fa
ther or of the Son; but what belongs to the nature of deity is comrnon to the Father 
and the Son.51 Now this image [the Son] contains the unity of nature and substance 
belonging to Father and Son.sı 

Origen thus emphasizes the unity of substance between the Father and the 
Son, u nderlining the true divinity of the la tt er. From the point of view of Nicene 
orthodoxy, his position would perfectly agree with the principle of consubstan
tiality of the Son with the Father, and his view thus fits into orthodoxy. The 
continuation of the last passage, however, hints at an unwillingness to refer the 
divine attributes and power to both the Father and the Son equally; rather, it 
considers the source and real owner of these qualities to be the Father, Who, out 
of His will, gives them to the Son. In other words, the unity of will and action 
between the two is referred to the Father, who alone has the power and the will. 
The Son, accordingly, receives them from the Father: 

46 De principiis, 1, 8. 
47 Mat., 5:8. 
48 De principiis, ı, 9. 
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50 De principiis, ll, 5-6. 
51 De principiis, ı, 8. 
52 De principiis, ll, 6. 
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For if the Son do, in like manner, all those thin gs which the Father doth, then," in 
virtue of the Son doing all things like the Father, is the image of the Father formed 
in the Son, who is born of Him, !ike an act of His will proceeding from the mind" 
And I am therefore of opinion that the will of the Father ought alone to be suffi
cient for the existence of which He wishes to exist. For in the exercise of His will 
He employs no other way then that which is made known by the counsel of His 
will. And thus also the existence of the Son is generated by Him.s> 

The existence of the Son and the will that he exercises in concord with His 
Father's belongs in fact to the Father. The Son therefore derives his existence 
and will from the Father. Hence Origen uses the language of derivation for the 
Son, a concept that implies His subordination to the Father. Similarly, the 
existence of the Son is generated by the Father. Origen does not, !ike Arius, 
openly separate the substance and nature of the Son from the Father; neverthe
less, his doctrine of the Son does make the latter almost a secondary deity who 
derives His existence from the Father. In this regard, it is difficult to say that · 
Origen's position is orthodox according to the creed ofNicea, for, against such a 
subordinationist understanding, the creed insists that the Son is God to an equal 
degree as the Father by means of the phrase "true God from true God." It is 
difficult to maintain that Origen's Trinitarian theology agrees with such a com
plete equality between the Father and the Son. 

The Son is commissioned by the Father as the mediator who reveals the Fa
ther to humans. The Johannine verse, "He who has seen me has seen the Father 
also,"54 is interpreted by the theologian as subordinating the Son to the Father 
epistemologically: the Son is the image who reveals the Father to us. The impli
cation is that the mediator through whom humans can understand the Father 
represents a lower !eve! of knowledge and perception than whose knowledge he 
mediates; He therefore is subordinated to the Father. As a Platonist, Origen 
assumes that the Father is incomprehensible except through a mediator. The 
Nicene Creed alsa considers the Logos as the facet of God, which deals with the 
cosmos and humanity: he is the one who realized the creation, and the salvation. 
He alsa will judge the living and the dead at the end of the world: 

... through w h om all thin gs came to be, both those in heaven and those in earth; for 
us humans and for our salvation he came down and became incarnate, became 
human, suffered and rose up on the third day, went up in to heavens, is coming to 
judge the living and the dead.ss 

However, contrary to Origen, who assumes a natural subordination of the 

53 De principiis, Il, 6. 
54 John, 14:9. 
55 Hefele, A History of the Christian Councils, l/5. 
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Logos, the mediator to the Father, the Nicene Creed considers the Father and 
the Son to be <=omplete equals. According to the creed, the Son's being the 
agent of creation of cosmos and salvation and judgment of humanity in no way 
implies that He isa secondary God. 

Origen similarly uses the language of mediatorship in the interpretation of 
certain other verses such as the Pauline designation of Christ as "the brightness 
of the glory of God, and express figure of His person": 56 

For agreeably to what we have already explained as to the manner in which He is 
the W ay, and conducts to the Father; and in which He is the Word, interpreting the 
secrets of Wisdom ... and is also the Truth, and the Life, and the Resurrection, in 
the same way ought we to understand also the meaning of His being the bright
ness: for it is by its splendour that we understand and feel what the light is. And 
His splendour, presenting itself gently and softly to the frail and weak eyes of the 
mortals, and gradually training, as it were, and accustoming them to bear the 
brightness of the life renders them capable of enduring the splendour of that light, 
being ma de in this respect also a sart of mediator between men and the light.S7 

Origen uses these verses that define the Son as the reflection, image, or light 
of the Glory as to imply the Son' s ontological subordination, for the figure or the 
image is naturally lesser than the one whom he figures or images. As a matter of 
fact, Origen's doctrine of the Son makes a distinction between His position as 
the only-begotten Son of God and His dispositian as the ineama te Son: 

In the first place, we must note that the nature of that deity which is in Christ in 
respect of His being the only-begotten Son of God is one thing, and that human 
nature which He assumed in these last times for the dispensation (of grace) is 
another.s8 

This matter relates more to the question of Christology, and Origen seems to 
have played an im portant role in terms of serting the questions of Christological 
debate. Nevertheless, these remarks have also important implications for Ttini
tarian theology. We have mentioned that Origen's doctrine of the eternally 
begotten Son of God implies ontological and epistemological subordination. In 
relation to the incarnation, however, Origen maintains that, during the incarna
tion, the Son had to divest himself of his divine attributes, and that such divest
ing was necessary so that human perception can receive the knowledge of the 
divine. Yet if the Son is "the image of the invisible Father,"59 as the eternally 
begotten Son of God, He becomes doubly subordinated to the incorporeal Father 

56 Heb., 1:3. 
57 De principiis, Il, 7. 
58 De principiis, Il, 1. 
59 Co!., 1:15. 
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when divesting Himself of His divine attributes during the incarnation: 

... the Son of God, who was in the form of God, divesting Himself (of His gloıy), 
makes it His object, by this veıy divesting of Himself, to demonstrate to us the 
fullness of His deity. For instance, suppose that there were a statue of so enormous 
a size as to fill the whole world, and which on that account could be seen by no 
one; and that another statue were formed altogerher resembling it in the shape of 
the limbs, and in the features of the countenance, and in form and material, but 
without the same immensity of size, so that those who were unable to behold the 
one of enorınous proportions, should, on seeing the latter, acknowledge that they 
had seen the former, because it preserved all the features of its limbs and counten
ance, and ev en the very form and material, so closely, as to be altogether undistin
guishable from it; by some such similitude, the Son of God, divesting Hiınself of 
His equality with the Father, and showing to us the way to the knowledge of Him, 
is made the express image of His person ... 6o 

Therefore, that the Son is "express figure of His person" is interpreted in such· 
a way as to explain that, in order to reveal God's knowledge, the Son divested 
Himself of His equal divinity. In other words, before the incarnation, the Son, in 
Origen's words, was the "invisible image of the invisible Father" and when he 
became incarnate He divested himself from this invisibility, which implies His 
transcendence and incorporeality, and became a visible image of the invisible 
Father. The incarnation, then, implies a double subordination for the Son. 

Nicene orthodoxy, on the other hand, maintains that the eternal Son of God, 
who is of the same substance with the Father, is the agent of creation, salvation, 
and the last judgment. Origen's double subordination is therefore not acceptable 
according to the principles of the creed. As a matter of fact, in his well-known 
De incarnatione, Athanasius, the faremost champion of Nicene orthodoxy, makes 
a cogent argument that creation of the world and the ineamation in the person 
of Jesus for the salvation of humanity had to have been accomplished by the 
same agent, the Logos of God.6' 

In short, Origen's doctrine of the Son is orthodox according to the Nicene 
measure insofar as he acknowledges the eternity and equality of the Son to the 
Father. The Son shares all the attributes that the Father possesses. He even 
states that the Son is absolurely incorporeal, !ike the Father, and that He is of 
the same transcendent nature as the Father.62 In this regard, the Nicene concept 
of consubstantiality is perfectly acknowledged by Origen. We may contend 

60 De principiis, II, 8. 
61 Pelikan, The Christian Tradition, 203. For Athanasius's doctrine of salvation see Bilal Baş, 

"Creation and the Ineamation in Athanasius's Doctrine of Salvation," Kutatgubilig, 16 (2009): 
277-299. 

62 De principiis, II, 9-10. 
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therefore that it is iricorrect to declare Origen's doctrine as unorthodox on the 
basis of the actual wording of the Nicene Creed, since he would have concurred 
with every single phrase used to designare the Son's relationship with the Father. 
Y et Origen's doctrine of the Son also has important features that attribute 
subordination to the Son. In explaining the uni~y of all attributes shared between 
the Father and the Son, he ascribes the source of these attributes to the Father: 
the Father is thus designated as the real owner of the attributes who, out of His 
will, gives them to His Son. Origen also assumes that the divinity and existence 
of the Son originally belong to the Father, who, again out of His will, bestows 
them on His Son. The Son's existence and divinity therefore are derived from 
the Father. Origen uses the concept of generatian for the Son, according to 
which the Father generates His Son eternally. 63 Since He is generated, the Son 
has a beginning, but not in time. 

In conclusion, Origen's Trinitarian theology presupposes an ontological sub
ordination of the Son and the Holy Spirit to the Father. Asa thorough Platonist, 
it was difficult for Origen to cansicler the Trinity as the principle of existence. He 
rather assumes the Monad/God as the principle of existence, from which the Son 
and the Holy Spirit are given their existences through eternal generatian and 
eternal procession, respectively. The Monad is a transcendent, incorporeal 
principle whose nature prevents Him from communicating with the universe 
directly; therefore, God has to utilize the Son as a mediator for creation, salva
tion, revelation, and judgment. Similarly, the Holy Spirit is His agent for sancti
fication. 64 Such are the main principles of Origen's Trinitarian theology. 

In philosophical terms, this same theology depends on the principle of onto
logical subordination from the incorporeal, intellectual Manad-the Father-to 
corporeal casmos and humanity. The One, as the most perfect existence, cannot 
communicate with the corporeal without losing His perfection or limiting same 
of His attributes; hence, He needs an agent, a mediator for every kinci of relation 
with the cosmos. The second and third persons of Origen's Trinity are thus given 
their existence for that specific reason: the Father exercises His power on the 
casmos through the Son in matters of providence, salvation, revelation and 
judgment. Similarly, the Father employs the Holy Spirit for matters of sanctifica
tion. The Father, nevertheless, fully shares His attributes with the Son and the 
Holy Spirit; they are both as powerful as the Father; they have the same will as 
the Father. As long as they share the same attributes, Origen's Trinitarian 
theology acknowledges their equality and as such conforms to the Nicene Ttini
tarian theology. However, the real origin and source of divine attributes is the 
Father, Who eternally generated the Son and produced the Holy Spirit. The 

63 De principiis, I, 2. 
64 De principiis, Ill, 1-3. 
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Son's generatian and the Holy Spirit's processian are both eternal and conti-· 
nuous processes, through which they both derive their existences from the 
FatherY 

As far as Origen acknowledges that all divine nature and attributes are equal
ly shared by the trinity, his Trinitarian theology cannot be anathematized on the 
basis of the literal meaning of the Nicene Creed. In fact, it accords with every 
single phrase of the larter text. Even the controversial homoousius would be 
approved by Origen, for he believes that as far as the Son shares the nature and 
attributes of the Father, this phrase would perfectly express their relation. Origen 
claims that the Son is begotten by the Father but not in time; thus, he would 
never say "there was a time when he was not." Nor would he say "before he was 
begotten he was not." Yet if it were not for the time categories, Origen would 
agree with the anathematized statements that the Son derived His existence 
from the Father but not in time and that He is eternally generated by the Father: 

Wherefare we have always held that God is the Father of His only-begotten Son, 
who was bom indeed of Him, and derives from Him what He is, but without any 
beginning, not only such as may be measured by any divisions of time, but even 
that which the mind alone can contemplate within itself, or behold, so to speak, 
with the naked powers of the understanding. And therefore we must believe that 
Wisdom was generated before any beginning that can be either comprehended or 
expressed.66 

This language of generatian and derivation for the second and third elements 
of the Trinity comes from Origen's belief that absolute existence belongs only to 
God the Father, for there is no other absolute existence, power, or will except for 
the Father's. Origen's Trinitarian theology would thus agree with many Arian 
nations that imply derivation, generation, and beginning for the Son with the 
only difference being rime categories. Since the main principle of their respective 
Trinitarian theologies was the Platonic notian of the absolute monad, the incor
poreal and transcendent God, Origen and Arius both assumed subordination 
among the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. As for our main question re
garding Origen's Trinitarian theology, we can conclude that, according to the 
literal wording of the Nicene Creed, it might well be considered orthodox. 
However, his Trinitarian theology is conceptually unorthodox due to nations of 
subordination among the members of the Trinity, the language of derivation, 
and generatian for the Son and the Holy Spirit. Origen's Trinitarian theology 
then is orthodox and unorthodox at the same time by the standard ofNicea. 

65 De principiis, Il, 2 and III, 3-5. 
66 De principiis, Il, 2. 
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Conclusion 

The Nicehe Creed claimed that the Son belongs to the sphere of the divinity, 
in contradistinction to the Arian doctrine, which situates Him among the 
created. Origen, as far as he acknowledges the true divinity of the Son, would 
agree with the Nicene Creed on this specific issue. In fact, he acknowledges that 
the Son of God is of the same incorporeal na tur e as the Father: 

If, then, it is once rightly understood that the only-begotten Son of God is His wis
dom hypostatically existing, I know not whether our curiosity ought to advance 
beyond this, or entertain any suspicion that ı'nroo-Tcıcnç or substantia contains any
thing of a bodily nature, since everything that is corporeal is distinguished either 
by form, or colour, .or magnitude.67 

From the perspective of subordinationism, however, Origen's theology is 
similar to Arianism with the important difference that while the former situates 
the Son within the sphere of the divine, the latter considers Him among the 
created. We believe that, in the fina! analysis, Origen's Trinitarian views are 
closer to that of Arianism than to the position of the Nicene Creed because of 
Origen's dominant notion of the absolute monad as the principle of existence 
and the ensuing subordination of the Son and the Holy Spirit to the Father. 

As for the main problem of Trinitarian theology-the tension between the 
unity and trinity of the Godhead-Origen definitely favored unity over trinity. 
He thus subordinated the Son and the Holy Spirit to the Father and in this 
manner paved the way for Arianism. The fifteenth century philosopher and 
theologian George Scholarius remarks about Origen that "he splendidly de
fended Christianity, wonderfully expounded Scripture, and wrote a noble exhor
tation to martyrdom. But he was also the father of Arianism, and worst of all, 
said that hellfire would not last forever."'8 As a matter of fact, Origen shared 
with Arius the same subordinationist Trinitarian theology with the only differ
ence that the former placed the Son and the Holy Spirit in the sphere of divinity 
while the larter made them among the created. 

What Origen achieved in his De principiis was, in fact, a profound synthesis 
between Christianity and Platonism.69 The essential reason of the problem of 
Origen's orthodoxy seems to be this synthesis between Greek philosophy and 
Christianity: it is a matter of the level of his engagement with philosophical 
problems and concepts in his exposition of the rule of faith that caused suspi
cions about his orthodoxy. Origen's excessive engagement with Platonism 
caused him to transfer its problems and concepts into his Trinitarian theology. In 

61 De principiis, ll, 2. 
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fact, towards the ends of the fourth century, Epiphanius remarked that Origen · 
was "blinded with Greek culture."70 Origen's entire Trinitarian viewpoint seems 
to be constructed so as to solve an essential problem of Platonic philosophy: the 
relation between the transcendent, intellectual, and incorporeal monad and 
corporeal plurality, the cosmos. Accordingly, Origen seems to read Platonic 
problems into the biblical doctrine of God in articulating his Trinitarian theolo
gy. For example, his doctrine of God as the incorporeal, transcendent monad 
who, by His nature, cannot directly communicate with corporeal reality, is a 
philosophical concept that cannot be referred to the Bible. Similarly, resolving 
the problem of this incorporeal monad vis a vis corporeal reality by means of a 
necessary mediator is really the province of Platonic metaphysics and as such 
cannot be derived from biblical doctrine. Nevertheless, these and several other 
philosophical assumptions constitute the daminating paradigm of Origen's 
Trinitarian theology. In other words, Origen not only utilizes philosophical 
concepts in the articulation of his Trinitarian theology, but he also reconstructs 
it within the paradigm of Platonic metaphysics. 

W e thus conclude that the real problem of this debate is more about the pasi
tion of philosophy in the explanation of biblical doctrine rather than the ortho
doxy of Origen's views. Therefore, the challenge of Origen's Trinitarian theology 
seems to have been more subtle than the challenge of Arianism, involving as it 
did the question of to what extent philosophical conceptions can be used in 
explaining biblical doctrine. In this regard, Origen stands closer to Arius who 
also reconstructed his Trinitarian theology within a philosophical paradigm 
whose dominant concern was to solve certain cardinal problems of Platonic 
philosophy rather than to articulate a biblical doctrine of the Trinity. 

7° Chadwick, Early Christian Thought and the Classical Tradition, 100. 
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